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As mobile device use increases dramatically worldwide, hackers are targeting mobile
applications with their exploits. This has emerged as a big challenge for developers working
to create secure mobile applications.
Mobile platform developers have responded to the challenge by implementing their own
security best practices. Google, for example, has changed some key security features in the
Android platform, notably how Android handles trusted certificate authorities.1
Bottom line: Android applications that target applications programming interface (API)
Level 24 and above will not trust user- or administrator-added certificate authorities (CA)
for secure connections. This change makes it more difficult to conduct mobile application
penetration testing.
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What Has Been Uncovered?
How was this done before Google changed these
security features?
1. The tester provided a test application (APK) for
penetration testing.
2. The application was installed on an emulator
(Genymotion/Android studio) or on devices.
3. The tester installed a proxy certificate on a device
or on an emulator for man-in-the-middle (MiTM)
attacks, which intercepted the request/response. The
rationale behind this was to trust the proxy certificate
and push it to the Android certificate store. (But this
does not take into consideration the SSL pinning
case.)

To ensure this was correct, the code was also verified
to see if there was any certificate pinning in the picture.
(Fortunately, there was none.) The application was then
able to leverage MiTM on most of the other applications
installed on devices.
However, the testing application still had some issues
making the server connection through the proxy server,
as shown in Figure 1.

4. Testers would set the proxy setting and then would
see the traffic in proxy.
Unfortunately, this approach presented a problem when
evaluating Android Nougat applications that target API
Level 24 and above.
Here’s an example: After completing all prerequisites for
intercepting the Android traffic, there was no successful
connection request/response from the proxy server.

Figure 1. Depicts connection failed status while doing a MiTM attack test on Android traffic.
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This gave us reason to dig more deeply. Fortunately, we
studied changes to Google’s Android applications that
target API Level 24 and above. It was uncovered that
they no longer are trusted-user or administrator-added
certificate authorities (CA) for secure connections.
More configuration changes are now required to make
proxying work successfully.
This raises two questions: “What’s next?” and “How do
you proceed?”

Make Mobile Application Penetration Testing
Work for You
The following processes explain how to conduct mobile
application penetration, or pen, testing. The first one
explains in detail what happens inside the system. This
will help you understand what happens “behind the
curtain.”
If you choose the second method, the procedure is
easier since it includes automation.

Figure 2. Shows an attribute added to Manifest.XML file.
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Solution 1: How to Prepare for Man-in-theMiddle Android Traffic
The following process entails a detailed, eight-step
procedure that explains how to conduct mobile
application penetration testing without automation.
1. Install the proxy (Burp, Charles, or others) certificate
on the emulator or the device. For more help, refer to
these McAfee resources:
◆

◆

https://securingtomorrow.mcafee.com/business/
testing-android-application-security-part-1/
https://securingtomorrow.mcafee.com/business/
testing-android-application-security-part-2/

2. Using the APK tool, decompile the APK bundle.
3. Add the following attribute inside the application part
of Manifest.XML:
android:networkSecurityConfig=”@xml/network_
security_config”
Here’s an example of the change in Manifest.XML:
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4. Add a new “network_security_config.xml” file under
\res\xml with the following content:
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?>
<network-security-config>
<base-config>

5. Rebuild the edited package again using the APK tool.
6. Since the APK package was modified, you will need to
sign the application.
7. Download open source “Signapk.jar” and use the
following command:

<trust-anchors>
<certificates src=”system” />
<certificates src=”user” />
</trust-anchors>

8. Install this new version of application -> Configure
proxy. You are now ready to use MiTM test on
Android traffic.

</base-config>
</network-security-config>

Figure 3. Depicts network_security_config.xml file added under \res\xml folder.
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Solution 2: The Automated Solution

Conclusion

This second process includes automation and makes the
process easier.

The challenge in reviewing Android web application
traffic in the latest versions is now resolved for
penetration testers working with mobile applications.

To follow this specific method click here.2 You will be able
to leverage a quick script that makes steps 3 and 4 even
easier.
After you add an exception, the script will then generate
“Appname_new.apk“. Again, sign it as shown in step 7
above, and install this version of the application.
You can now execute the request and response actions.

If you would like a security review of a mobile application
used at your organization, McAfee® Mobile Application
Assessment (McAfee MAA) Service can help.

Learn More
To learn more, visit McAfee® Consulting Services, McAfee
MAA Service, or contact your sales account manager or
partner to learn more.

1. Changes to Trusted Certificate Authorities in Android Nougat
2. Add Security Exception to APK
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